This paper presents the winning systems we submitted to the Complex Word Identification Shared Task 2018. We describe our best performing systems' implementations and discuss our key findings from this research. Our best-performing systems achieve an F 1 score of 0.8736 on the NEWS, 0.8400 on the WIKINEWS and 0.8115 on the WIKIPEDIA test sets in the monolingual English binary classification track, and a mean absolute error of 0.0558 on the NEWS, 0.0674 on the WIKINEWS and 0.0739 on the WIKIPEDIA test sets in the probabilistic track.
Introduction
Poor reading comprehension often caused by the presence of complex technical terms can have serious practical consequences (Dubay, 2004) . Although proper text simplification requires a wide range of transformations, it has been shown that application of lexical simplification (LS) techniques alone improves reader understanding and information retention (Leroy et al., 2013) . Complex Word Identification (CWI) is concerned with automated identification of words that might present challenge for the target readers and should thus be simplified (Shardlow, 2013a) . Early studies on LS (Carroll et al., 1999; Devlin and Tait, 1998) do not consider CWI as part of the simplification pipeline, but recent studies argue that simplification systems benefit from applying CWI as the first step in the LS pipeline (Shardlow, 2014; Paetzold and Specia, 2016b) . Inadequate identification of complex words in text might result in an overly difficult text if many potential candidates are missed, or in meaning distortion if many simple words are falsely identified as complex.
CWI can not only be used as a component of LS systems, but also as a stand-alone application within intelligent tutoring systems for second language learners or in reading devices for people with low literacy skills. For instance, Nation (2006) shows that at least 95% of text should be familiar to the reader in order for them to understand the content. A CWI system can help identify the unfamiliar words and provide readers with their definitions even when simpler alternatives are not available. This has the potential to help a wide variety of target reader groups, including general readers of technical texts (Feng, 2008) .
Following the SemEval 2016 shared task (Paetzold and Specia, 2016c), the Shared Task 2018 frames CWI as the process of identifying words that are difficult for a given target population (for example, non-native speakers of English) based on the annotation from a sample of that target population (Yimam et al., 2018) . We overview the related work in the field in Section 2 and discuss the CWI shared task framework in Section 3. We have participated in the binary and probabilistic classification tasks in the monolingual English track, and scored first in the binary setting on all three data sources, as well as on two out of three data sources in the probabilistic setting. Section 4 presents the implementation details of our systems including features and methods used. In Section 5 we present the results obtained with our systems, and discuss the key findings. Finally, we outline future directions for this research in Section 6.
Related Work
The earliest studies that address CWI as an independent task are related to the medical domain: Zeng et al. (2005) predict medical term familiarity based on term occurrence, and show that individualised assessment is possible if the models consider readers' demographics. Elhadad (2006) , in addition to corpus frequency, consider using familiarity features from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1988) and the number of senses from WordNet (Fellbaum, 2005) . Zeng-Treitler et al. (2008) improve on the previous methods using contextual information.
Some previous approaches to LS consider all words as potentially complex and try to simplify every word (Devlin and Tait, 1998; Thomas and Anderson, 2012; Bott et al., 2012) . This has a number of undesirable effects, including radical changes in the original meaning and the dependence of the simplification process on the availability of alternatives. For instance, the results of Horn et al. (2014) show that such an approach is unable to find a simpler alternative for one third of the complex words in their dataset. Another type of approach introduces a threshold that is typically based on the word frequency (Zeng et al., 2005; Elhadad, 2006; Biran et al., 2011) . Until recently (Shardlow, 2013b) , the lack of shared data to compare different approaches to CWI has been one of the bottlenecks for this task.
The CW corpus of Shardlow (2013b) is based on the edit histories in Simple Wikipedia, and includes only the sentences where a single word is simplified. Paetzold and Specia (2016c) find that as much as 51.9% of the words in this corpus are annotated as complex by at least one of their annotators and conclude that non-native speakers of English might still find the simplified version of Wikipedia challenging. The quality of Simple Wikipedia and its usefulness for simplification research has been challenged before in Xu et al. (2015) . Further experiments in Shardlow (2013a) show that a more resource-intensive thresholdbased approach does not perform significantly differently on this dataset to a more naïve technique of simplifying everything, while an SVM classifier performs better in terms of precision but does so at the cost of a much lower recall. These findings inspired further research into classification-based approaches to CWI (Paetzold and Specia, 2016c) . The SemEval 2016 shared task on CWI combines the data from the CW corpus of Shardlow (2013b) , the LexMTurk corpus of Horn et al. (2014) and the Simple Wikipedia corpus of Kauchak (2013) , all of which rely on Simple Wikipedia data. A set of 400 non-native speakers annotated the content words in the data as simple or complex. The information about annotator's age, native language (L1), education and level of language proficiency has been collected, but has not been used in the task. The final dataset has a bias towards annotation provided by the non-native speakers of upper levels of language proficiency and, potentially as a result of that, only about 11% of word types (and 3% of word tokens) are annotated as complex (Paetzold and Specia, 2016c) . The results of the shared task show that simpler features based on word frequency (Konkol, 2016; Wróbel, 2016; and word presence in certain lexicons (Mukherjee et al., 2016; Wróbel, 2016) , work best. A number of systems performing best in terms of G-score used various ensemble-based approaches (Paetzold and Specia, 2016d; Ronzano et al., 2016; Mukherjee et al., 2016; . The systems that performed best in terms of F-score used threshold-based approaches (Wróbel, 2016; and frequency features .
In their analysis of the SemEval 2016 shared task, Zampieri et al. (2017) , similarly to Paetzold and Specia (2016c) , show that an ensemble of all systems does not outperform the best system or an ensemble of a few best-performing systems. The use of an oracle of the 3 best-performing systems sets the upper bound at 0.60 F-score for the identification of complex words and at 0.98 F-score for the identification of simple words. They also show that the systems more reliably identify those complex words that are annotated as such by the majority of human annotators, arguing that lexical complexity should be seen as a continuum on a spectrum rather than a binary value.
CWI Shared Task 2018 Setup
The CWI shared task uses the data from Yimam et al. (2017b) , and approaches CWI from two perspectives: under the binary (bin) view, a word can be either complex or simple, and in the probabilistic (prob) setting a word receives a score in the range of [0.0, 1.0] reflecting the proportion of annotators that consider the word complex. In this section, we briefly overview the CWI shared task 2018 framework, discuss the data and the annotation, and analyse the challenges the CWI systems are presented with in this task.
Data
Unlike the previous datasets that rely on the use of Wikipedia and Simple Wikipedia, the CWIG3G2 dataset of Yimam et al. (2017a) uses texts of 3 different genres: professionally written news articles (NEWS), amateurishly written news articles (WIKINEWS), and WIKIPEDIA articles. The dataset includes annotation for content words as well as for phrases. The annotation for the English data is collected from both native and non-native speakers of English. 
Annotation
The annotation was performed using the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. The set of annotators comprised 10 native and 10 non-native speakers of English. They were presented with text paragraphs and were asked to select up to 10 lexical items that they found complex. The lexical items included content words (e.g., nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) and phrases up to 50 characters in length. Additional information about the annotators, such as their language proficiency, was collected but was not used in the task. By allowing the annotators to select phrases as well as individual words, Yimam et al. (2017a) created a more practically useful dataset. By presenting the annotators with whole paragraphs, they replicated a realistic scenario in which words are interpreted in context. By not preselecting target lexical items, they avoided introducing the bias into the annotation, although it may be argued that the limit of 10 lexical items per paragraph restricted the selection options. Finally, since the annotations are provided by both native and nonnative speakers, this allows Yimam et al. (2017a) to explore to what extent the needs of non-native speakers can be estimated based on the needs of a wider target population. The analysis in Yimam et al. (2017a) shows that there are quantitative differences between the annotation provided by the native and non-native speakers, and between the three genres. Further experiments show that the system trained on native speakers' annotations performs better than the system trained on nonnative speakers' annotations, both on native and non-native data. Yimam et al. (2017a) also note that the inter-annotator agreement between native speakers is higher than between non-native speakers, which might be due to the fact that, unlike non-native annotators, native speakers share L1 and are of relatively similar language proficiency level. At the same time, these results suggest that the annotation provided by the native speakers can be used to predict the simplification needs of the non-native speakers as well.
The shared task relies on two types of annotation: under the bin setting that words and phrases are annotated as complex (label 1) if at least one of the 20 annotators annotated them as such, and simple (label 0) otherwise; and under the prob setting that words and phrases receive a label in the range between [0.0, ..., 1.0], with a step of 0.05, reflecting the proportion of annotators who found the lexical item complex. Table 2 presents the distribution of simple and complex words in the dataset. We present the label break-down in terms of label percentages across the genres (NEWS, WINS, WIKI) and subsets of data (tr for training, dev for development, and ts for test sets). Due to space limitations, for the prob setting we present only the percentage of cases annotated as simple (0 bin = 0.0 prob ), annotated as complex by a single annotator (0.05 prob ) and by all 20 annotators (1.0 prob ). These figures demonstrate that: (1) there is a quantitative difference in the annotation across the three genres, with NEWS being the easier to understand for the annotators (38.28% to 39.59% com-plex words) and WIKI being the most complex (44.93% to 50.46% complex words), which suggests that systems might perform better if trained and tested within the same genre; (2) the distribution of complex and simple words across training, development and test subsets is consistent for NEWS and WINS with a difference in label distribution of no more than 2.5% -this suggests that the systems for these two genres might generalise better than the one for WIKIPEDIA; (3) about 1/3 of the complex word annotation comes from a single annotator finding a word complex, while the cases where all 20 annotators agree that the word is complex comprise less than 1% in all subsets. Furthermore, we have identified the following challenges presented by the dataset: Context-specific annotation: Since the lexical items were presented to the annotators in a variety of contexts, the item might have received different annotation depending on the context. Between 3% and 10% of lexical items in the binary setting received different annotation, and in the probabilistic setting a number of words received a wide range of labels: e.g. the labels for observatory range from 0.0 to 0.95, and for tragedy from 0.0 to 1.0. There are several possible reasons for this effect:
• surrounding context might help or impede understanding of a target word;
• the word might be used in a rare sense;
• the data might show a sequential bias effect (Mathur et al., 2017) .
Consider the following example from the WIKI training set:
( The first occurrence of the word symphony is annotated as complex by 12 annotators, the second one by 2 while the third one is not considered complex by any annotators. This might suggest that (1) by the third occurrence of the same word the annotators perceive the word as familiar, (2) some of them found it unnecessary to annotate a word multiple times, (3) given the restriction of 10 complex items per paragraph they prioritised other words. The annotation of symphonies illustrates that the annotators might find different morphological forms of the same word challenging.
Phrase annotation: The annotators were allowed to select phrases of up to 50 characters in length. At the same time, the component words within the phrase might have been annotated as complex independently by other annotators. This results in cases like (2), where the phrase complexity is a derivative of the component word complexities, as well as (3) where 
Evaluation
The systems in the bin setting are evaluated using F-score. The systems in the prob setting are evaluated using mean absolute error (MAE) which estimates the average difference between the values in the gold standard and values predicted by the system across all test instances.
CAMB systems
This section describes the implementation details of the CAMB machine learning framework applied to the shared task data sets.
Features
The set of features employed in our experiments are based on the insights from the CWI shared task 2016 (Paetzold and Specia, 2016d) . In addition, we incorporate (1) the number of words grammatically related to the target one, (2) a range of psycholinguistic features from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1988) , (3) CEFR levels (Council of Europe, 2011) extracted from the Cambridge Advanced Learner Dictionary (CALD), 1 and (4) the use of Google N-gram word frequencies sourced using the Datamuse API. 2
Word N-gram and POS
The target word and its syntactic class are represented as matrices of token counts. For words, the token counts represent the whole vocabulary as well as character-based bi-grams contained within the words (N -gram) . The part of speech tags (POS) each correspond to a value within the matrix. The syntactic class of the word is obtained by performing part of speech tagging on all sentences containing target words using the NLPCore pipeline (Manning et al., 2014) .
Lexical Features
These features are based on the lexical information about the target word and include:
• Word length (Len): the number of characters in the word.
• Number of syllables (Syll): the syllable count for the target word, collected using the Datamuse API.
• WordNet Features: number of senses (Syn), number of hypernyms (Hyper) and hyponyms (Hypo) for the word's lemma from WordNet (Fellbaum, 2005) .
Dependency Parse Relations
The data was parsed using the NLPCore pipeline, and the number of dependency relations for the target word are extracted and used as a feature (DepNum).
Lexicon-Based Features
All but the the last in the following list of features are binary features indicating the presence of the word within a lexicon. CALD returns a CEFR level of the target word on the scale [1, 6]:
• SubIMDB: a list produced using the SubIMDB corpus (Paetzold and Specia, 2016a) . The word frequency in the subtitles from the 'Movies and Series for Children' section is calculated, and the top 1, 000 words are included in this list.
• Simple Wikipedia (SimpWiki): a list of the top 6, 368 words contained in the Simple Wikipedia (Coster and Kauchak, 2011 • Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary (CALD): the entries contained in the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary with their CEFR levels.
Word Frequency
The frequency of the target word (Freq) is estimated using the Google dataset of syntactic ngrams (Goldberg and Orwant, 2013) .
MCR Features
We extract the psycholinguistic features of the target words from the MCR Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1988) . As the coverage of this database is relatively low, if a target word is not in the dataset we use a null value.
• Word familiarity rating (FAM) in the range of [100, 700] is based on a combination of 3 sets of familiarity norms: Pavio (unpublished), Toglia and Battig (1978) and Gilhooly and Logie (1980) .
• Number of phonemes (NPHN)
• Thorndike-Lorge written frequency (TLFRQ) -the frequency of occurrence derived from Thorndike and Lorge (1944) .
• Imageability rating (IMG), representing the ease of associating the word with an image, is derived from the same combination of sets as the familiarity rating.
• Concreteness rating (CNC) represents the degree to which the concept denoted by a word refers to a perceivable entity based on the norms of Gilhooly and Logie (1980) .
• The number of categories (KFCAT), samples (KFSMP) and written frequency (KFFRQ) are derived from Kučera and Francis (1967) .
• Age of acquisition (AOA) is based on the norms of Gilhooly and Logie (1980), multiplied by 100 to produce a number in the range of [100, 700] (min 125, max 697, mean 405, SD 120).
Method
Below we outline how the features are incorporated into the machine learning frameworks for the classification and regression tasks. We use distinct approaches to model word and phrase complexity.
Binary Classification Approach
As a wide range of heterogeneous features are employed by both the classification and regression systems, a feature union pipeline is applied. We use the sklearn machine learning framework. 3 The numerical features are normalized using a Standard Scaler, which subtracts the mean and scales the data to unit variance. Text-based features are represented as a matrix of token counts using a Count Vectorizer component. Experiments on the development set confirm the findings of Paetzold and Specia (2016c) that the best performing classification algorithms for this task are ensemble-based techniques. Of these, the boosting classifier AdaBoost with 5000 estimators achieves the highest results, followed by the bootstrap aggregation classifier Random Forest. For the WIKIPEDIA and NEWS datasets, the best performance is attained using AdaBoost. However for the WIKINEWS an ensemble voting classifier that combines both the AdaBoost and Random Forest classifiers with equal weightings gives the highest F-Score.
Experimental Setup Feature Selection
The effectiveness of features varies according to the data set classified. For the WIKINEWS and NEWS all aforementioned features are integrated into the systems. The feature set for WIKIPEDIA does not include MCR psycholinguistic features.
Training Data
The performance of the classifier also varies according to the genre of data used for training. The WIKIPEDIA and WIKINEWS are best classified when all available training data are used (i.e., NEWS, WIKINEWS and WIKIPEDIA combined), whereas the best results are achieved on the NEWS when the system is trained using the NEWS dataset only.
Probabilistic Classification Approach
The probabilistic setting uses the same set of features as the binary classification algorithms. We use the Linear Regression algorithm, and the lowest MAE values are achieved with the following settings: we use all features and all training data for the NEWS, all but MRC psycholinguistic features and all training data for the WIKINEWS, and a combination of the 3 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ WIKIPEDIA and WIKINEWS training data and all but MRC psycholinguistic features for the WIKIPEDIA.
Since the gold standard labels for the probabilistic classification tasks lie in the range of [0.0, 1.0] with a step of 0.05 reflecting the proportion of annotators, we round the classifier's prediction to the nearest value on this scale. Table 1 shows that there are a non-negligible amount of phrases in the data. We implement three binary classification approaches and one probabilistic classification approach to predict phrase complexity.
Phrase Complexity Prediction

Binary Classification Techniques
• CW presence: Each word within the phrase is first classified using our word-based CW classifier. If the total number of complex words is above a pre-defined threshold then the phrase is marked as complex.
• N-gram classifier: The frequency of n-grams contained within phrases is obtained from the Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies, 2009 ). An AdaBoost classifier is first trained using these frequencies as features, and then applied to classify new phrase instances.
• Greedy approach: The greedy baseline approach simply labels all phrases as complex.
Probabilistic Classification Techniques
For the probabilistic setting, we first apply our word-based CW regression classifier, and then derive the phrase complexity label as the mean of the complexity values within the phrase. Note that this technique helps us correctly predict the phrase complexity for cases similar to example (2) from Section 3, but not for cases similar to example (3).
Results
In this Section, we present and discuss the results obtained with the CAMB systems. The systems submitted to the shared task scored first in the binary classification English track on all three text genres, first on the WIKINEWS and WIKIPEDIA test sets and third on the NEWS test set in the probabilistic classification English track. Table 3 presents the results, with those that scored first in the shared task marked in bold. The final test files across all genres contain a total of 3, 701 words and 551 phrases. Words are classified using the tailored approaches according to the dataset genre. In the shared task submission, phrases are independently classified using the greedy approach (see Section 4).
Test Set Results
Binary
Analysis
Per-Genre Performance
Classification performance as well as feature relevance varies across the datasets. In the binary setting, the highest performance is obtained on the NEWS data when the system is trained on the NEWS data only. In the probabilistic setting, the system performs best on the NEWS data as well. Table 2 suggests that NEWS contains the lowest number of complex words, and Table 4 shows the total number of words, the number of unique words and the percentage of unique words within each genre. Table 4 suggests that the NEWS dataset contains the lowest number of unique words, which might be the effect of more restricted vocabulary used in professional news. As a result, the classifier is likely to have multiple exposure to the same word (albeit in different contexts) during training. At the same time, WIKIPEDIA with its 58.44% has the highest ratio of unique words, which might be due to the fact that it covers a very broad range of subjects. Note, that WIKIPEDIA is both more challenging for human annotators (highest percentage of complex words in Table 2 ) and the classifiers (lowest results in both settings in Table 3 ). This might explain why the classifiers benefit from training on multiple data sources in this case.
NEWS WINS WIKI
Our CWI systems are context-independent, which means that a word or a phrase receives the same complexity label regardless of a particular context of use. E.g., all three occurrences of the word Symphony in the example (1) from Section 3 would receive the same complexity label from our system. This limitation is the biggest source of error for the NEWS dataset (88.94% of the misclassified words in the NEWS test set have multiple labels in the data) and the WIKINEWS dataset (61.31%), while the proportion of such cases in the WIKIPEDIA data is lower (52.78%) which might also be due to the higher ratio of unique words in the WIKIPEDIA data.
Phrase Classification Results
The CAMB submission to the shared task applies a simple greedy approach to the phrase classification. We run experiments with more informed approaches overviewed in Section 4 and evaluate whether these approaches improve performance. Table 5 presents the results obtained with the different approaches to the phrase classification in the binary setting. The results of the system submitted to the shared task are marked in bold. The results suggest that the more linguistically informed n-gram classifier is capable of achieving results similar to the baseline greedy approach that simply labels all phrases as complex. To test how it would score in the shared task, we re-run the experiments using the n-gram based phrase classifier, and report the results in Table 6 . We note a drop of 3.13% for the F-score on the NEWS dataset, although the difference in the Fscore on the other two datasets is less than 1%. 
Individual Feature Contribution
We analyse the contribution of individual features to the classification framework. Table 7 reports the Gini coefficient for the top 10 informative features across different datasets. The Gini coefficient is defined as the total decrease in node impurity, weighted by the probability of reaching that node, averaged over all trees of the ensemble (Breiman, 2015) . We also note that the combination of all features achieves best results on the NEWS and WIKINEWS data sets, but the results on the WIKIPEDIA data decrease when the MCR Psycholinguistic Database features are included. We have noted above that one of the reasons for lower performance on the WIKIPEDIA data is due to the more diverse vocabulary. In addition to that, we note that the MCR Psycholinguistic Database contains values for 150, 837 words, but some measures provide much lower coverage (see Table 8 ). As the WIKIPEDIA dataset has the largest proportion of unique words, it is likely that these features do not improve the classification accuracy due to their sparsity.
Performance Across Parts of Speech We note that nouns represent the largest proportion of all test items, while showing the lowest precision and recall. We hypothesise that one of the reasons for that might be the dependence of the noun annotation on the context and the contextindependent nature of our classifiers. In addition, as we note in Section 3, the complexity of proper nouns largely depends on the world knowledge and is harder to model with a machine learning approach: 12.56% of misclassified instances in the NEWS data, 22.02% in the WIKINEWS and 22.92% in the WIKPEDIA are proper nouns.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the implementation of the CAMB systems submitted to the CWI Shared Task 2018, and discussed the key challenges for the systems. Our systems scored first on three text genres in the binary classification track, and on two out of three genres in the probabilistic track. Further analysis of the performance identifies future directions for this research. First of all, our systems are implemented in a context-independent way, while the context of use clearly affects the perception of word complexity. Future research will look into the ways to include contextual features into the machine learning framework. In addition, future work should investigate how phrase complexity is derived from individual word complexity scores.
Secondly, we believe that the notion of word complexity is dependent on a number of demographic factors such as one's level of education, L1 and level of language competence. These factors should be included both at the data annotation step and at the CW detection step.
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